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Spr Woodsword sharing his experience ……. 

The past week here has been one of the most challenging we have faced so far. Within the week we have managed to complete the final part 

of stone wall for the six classroom construction, compacted and level the ground inside the foundation and around the perimeter, completed 

the stone soiling and poured the eight concrete pads. As well as this a small but mighty team have been working on the other school building, 

making great progress under LCpl Pankaj. Last week they managed to complete the stone wall and the backfilling, compacting and stone 

soling of not one, not two, but three pads! This means we are ready to pour the final concrete pads on Saturday and Sunday next week.  

This week has included two of my favourite days in Nepal so far - New Year’s Eve and New Year’s Day. These two days have been the high 

light of my time here as the locals here in Pachok have shown us the hospitality and kindness Nepal is famous for. The party and ‘messing’ 

they held for us and the one we have gave them in return on New Year’s Eve was one of those life events you will remember for a long time. 

Everyone danced in the moon light, warmed by the bonfire and lots of dahl-bhat before the final 10 second countdown round off what has 

been a great year and a great tour so far.                       

             Bring on 2016 and Phase 3!  

CPL DIBESH HIGHLIGHTING FUEL 

CRISIS 
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On 3 November 2015 30 pax from J Troop, 70 Gurkha Field Squadron’s ‘Engineer Squadron Group’ (ESG) deployed to Jiri in Eastern 

Nepal to complete Phase 1 of Op MARMAT 2.  The Operation is the joint Gurkha Welfare Scheme – Queen’s Gurkha Engineers disaster 

relief effort in response to the devastating earthquakes of April and May 2015.  Phase 1 saw the Troop tasked with the construction of 4-

classrooms at Dungeswori School and a 6-bedroom accommodation block at the Area Welfare Centre (AWC), all of which sustained serious 

damage during the earthquakes.  For the duration of the construction the Troop were based out of the AWC, which normally provided finan-

cial and medical assistance to the retired pensioner community but was soon at capacity with a much younger generation of the Brigade. 

After a ten hour winding journey through the hills of Dolakha District the Troop arrived in Jiri, which was fast starting to feel like a second 

home for the boys that had worked there during Op MARMAT 1.  With the delivery of resources delayed the tasks took on a sequential ra-

ther than concurrent build as previously planned.  The main effort became the construction of the new school, led by Cpl Ashish.  On paper, 

the plan looked simple: dig the strip foundation, construct a stone ‘base’ for the foundation to sit on, pour the concrete foundation and finally 

construct the IKEA-esque pre-fabricated structure on top.  However, operating in Nepal provided the Troop with a number of ‘unique-to-

country’ challenges.  With freight from the UK limited by the RAF’s stringent load classifications and Nepali import licences the construction 

force had to rely on locally procured tools and equipment to get the job started.  This included a particularly uncooperative, archaic concrete 

mixer which saw the Troop resort to mixing a significant amount of the required 38 cubic metres by hand.  The fuel situation was by the far 

the biggest friction for the ESG and British Gurkhas Nepal (BGN).  The lack of diesel and gas in-country influenced nearly every action car-

ried out: from frequency of resupply runs and running of generators to the cooking of the Troop ’s daily messing – the consensus is that 

‘khukura’ cooked by fire tastes far superior! 

On completion of the task at Dungeswori School, the same construction process was followed at the AWC Accommodation Block, Logan 

House, under Cpl Bhesh.  With the Troop now fully conversant with the intricacies of the concrete mixer and the sometimes-violent methods 

required to get the pre-fabricated panels into the correct position, the building flew up.  This provided the construction force with some white 

space which they used to great effect under Cpl Bishnu, carrying out a refurbishment and retaining wall reconstruction at Cheridung Primary 

School.  This work transformed the school from a series of derelict classrooms to a safe, secure learning environment for the young stu-

dents, with possibly the strongest retaining wall in Nepal to boot!  

Op MARMAT 2 has been an emotional return to Nepal for many of the ESG.  Working in partnership with the GWS has allowed the boys’ 

efforts to be targeted right at the heart of the families and communities that need it most.  The resilience and pride of the Nepalese people 

has been profound and constant in every village the troops have passed through.  With the ESG set to complete two more phases of con-

struction before returning to the UK, sights are firmly set on the construction of two more schools in the districts of Gorkha and Lamjung 

before carrying out multiple permanent house-builds for the Brigade Pensioner community.  The work is physically and mentally challenging 

and in remote, austere environments but this is absolutely a challenge 70 Gurkha Field Squadron ’s ESG is ready to meet head on. 

Jai QGE! 

DUNGESWORI SCHOOL AFTER COMPLETION, JIRI.  
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A NEW SCHOOL FOR  NETRAKALI  

Gope village is a small settlement 120km southeast of Kathman-
du. It’s located in the hill region of Nepal and the village itself is 
comprised of 3 distinct terraces cut into a steep hillside. Access is 
provided by a steep dirt track, un-trafficable without 4 wheel drive 
and approximately 3 hours from the main road. The village was 
badly affected by the earthquake earlier this year: The school col-
lapsed along with a number of homes. For the past 6 months the 
290 pupils have been educated in a temporary CGI and Bamboo 
shelter. L Tp, 70 Sqn, was tasked with constructing 2, 3 classroom 
School Buildings and a Community Centre providing much needed 
support to the local community. In order to achieve the subsequent 
phases of the operation only 35 days were allocated to complete 
the task. 

The advanced party deployed on the 29th of October to conduct the enabling groundworks and the resourcing of construction materi-
als. The group comprised of a CoW, Recce Sgt, RMO and a Resources Specialist. This small group faced a number of challenges, 
the biggest of which was access to the task site. The first hurdle was getting a LWT and Roller up the access track. After 6 hours, a 
huge effort from the advance party and some Nepali ingenuity the plant vehicles made it to task site and began the enabling works. 
The Recce Sgt then faced the second challenge; getting 200 tons of materials to site up the same access track, using 3 ton capacity 
trucks. Despite the challenges, after 4 long days, of negotiations, pushing vehicles and careful planning the advanced party achieved 
their objectives: The sites had been levelled and the strip foundations were dug. The delivery of construction materials was under-
way and enough provisions had been sourced to sustain the troop for the duration of the project.  

The main body arrived in GOPE on the afternoon of the 4th November to an extremely warm reception from the appreciative local 
community. Thanks to the hard work put in by the advance party, setting up the harbour took only a few hours and work began just 
24 hours after arriving on site. The buildings the Tp were constructing had a concrete substructure and a Prefab superstructure. The 
strip foundation was made up of 4 distinct layers; a stone base, a concrete strip, a block wall and finally the concrete slab. Mixing of 
the concrete was one of the biggest challenges. Due to the restricted access the Tp were only able to get a 100L mixer up to site. 
With over 50m3 of concrete required for the school alone, the only option was hand mixing. With many hours of hand mixing ahead 
of them the Tp was set to work on the school foundations. At this point Tp HQ was fully expecting the lack of mixer to push the 
schedule to the right. However, with the B&C IC, Cpl Sandesh at the helm and spurred on by the appreciation of the local community 
the Tp completed both foundations just 8 days after their arrival on site. 

After hitting this milestone the Tp was split. One group remained at the school site to begin Prefab construction and the remainder 
were sent to the upper terrace to begin work on the community centre. The prefab structure was provided by the Kathmandu based 
company ‘Prefab Nepal’ who also supplied 69 Sqn during Op MARMAT 1 in immediate response to the earthquake. The structures 
are made from a number of panels assembled from a polyurethane foam, sandwiched between two thin sheets of mild steel. With 
the entire 3 classroom building weighing in at less than 2 tons the buildings are not just easy to construct but are also earthquake 
proof. However, the Prefab solution also came with a number of drawbacks: The rudimentary manufacturing process meant the pan-
els required a lot of cutting, scraping and persuading to get them to sit flush to one another and being an unfamiliar process it took 
the Tp a while to get to grips with the construction technique. Despite these drawbacks the Prefab buildings flew together and much 
to the astonishment of the local villagers the school started to take shape within a week of the foundation being poured.  

Aside from the issues the Tp faced with construction they were also hampered by communication issues. The stunning scenery was 
unfortunately not conducive to stunning mobile signal. A 30 minute walk to the ridgeline above the village was required for the daily 
Sqn co-ord. It was not always easy but by using a combination of mobile, HF, and sat phone communication the Tp were able to 
provide the R2’s Sqn required and through a huge effort from the G4 team in BGK the Tp were kept well-resourced throughout the 
project. 

To offset the long working days and the difficulties with operating in such an austere environment the Tp ensured they made the 
most of their down time. The surroundings made for some excellent PT sessions lead by PTIs (LCpl Anil and LCpl Omraj) and the 
locals were only too happy to challenge the Tp to a number of volleyball and football games. The lack of internet and phone s ignal 
was frustrating at times, but ultimately it instilled a strong bond between Tp members and morale never faltered from start to finish. 
There were also a few welcome breaks from the working routine. The Troops Tihar celebration attracted 250 local villagers, some of 
whom had travelled 2 hours to be part of the festivities. 



Sergeant Major’s Corner…... 

It has been a very productive period for 70 Gurkha Fd Sqn Group on all fronts of the Operation. Troops have successfully com-
pleted the first phase and deployed onto the second phase of the operation after completing 4 days of stand down in Kathmandu. 
L Troop has deployed to Gorkha (Jaubari) and J Troop has deployed to Lamjung (Pachok). They will be fixed at these locations 
for the remainder of the tour in order to construct schools, a community centre and pensioners’ houses until the end of February.  

Troops were fortunate enough to be visited by Lt Gen James Bashall CBE (Commander Personnel and support command) and 
he was immensely impressed with the work the Squadron group have produced across the country. SHQ TAC has also visited the 
sites on numerous occasions to check their work progress, conduct managerial checks and most importantly to uphold the moral 
component. 

Tradition and culture: - Troops have managed to celebrate Christmas and New Year in traditional ways on their respective sites 
despite the hectic work schedule and austere weather conditions.  

Moral – Troops are now benefitting from having Sky TV, Mobile internet access and fresh rations on the sites none of which had 
on Phase one.      

             Happy New Year 2016 ! 

 

 

OC’s Corner  

Happy New Year to everybody. You will have seen from the last 
edition that we have been busy! Phase 1 has now long been com-
pleted; you will have read the detailed reports from the 
troops. Their hard work and determination to produce such a fan-
tastic product in such a short time is over-whelming. Everybody 
played their part. After a brief stopover in Kathmandu the troops 
have now re-deployed west to Gorkha and Lamjung where they are 
constructing similar buildings. Look at the photos as the end of this 
newsletter – they are most impressive. At the time of writing (10 
Jan), all building are almost complete. Troops did have a day off for 
Christmas which I am sure will be remembered for many years to come. No sprouts to be had, but chick-
en for J Tp and turkey for L Tp (none of it curried) with pigs in blankets and all the trimmings. A feast and 
a sight to behold in the remote troop harbours on the side of a hill. It even included fairy lights (left over 
from Tihar) and Christmas trees. Now the festivities are over, the hard work remains. As the last school 
buildings near completion, we have already started rebuilding some Gurkha Pensions’ Houses. They 
have lived in temporary shelters since the earthquake, so it is extremely rewarding to be putting a perma-
nent earthquake-proof roof over their heads; all still funded by the Gurkha Welfare Trust Earthquake Ap-
peal. There is still much to do, but the boys to a man remain focused and as determined as ever to com-
plete all our project before we leave; our return home is fast approaching. And on that note, we hope you 
are all well at home, and we are very much looking forward to seeing you all next month.  

Jai 70, Jai QGE 
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J TP CHALLENGES A BATTALION  
Seeing an excellent opportunity for some defence engagement, J Tp, 70 Gur-

kha Field Squadron, QGE played a friendly football match against Pashupati 

Prasad Battalion of the Nepalese Army on the 26 December 2015. What a way 

to celebrate Boxing Day! 

J Tp is currently deployed on Op MARMAT 2 and is based in Pachowk Besi, 

Lamjung. Pashupati Prasad Battalion is based in Udipur, Lamjung and is well 

renowned as one of the toughest regiments in the Nepalese Army. The match 

was organised in order to build up a friendly, healthy and strong relationship 

between the two Regiments and further enhance the special relationship be-

tween Nepal and the UK. Pashupati Prasad Battalion had an important football tournament coming up and wanted a warm up match to 

test their skills; we wanted a friendly match and a chance to stretch our legs - it was a win-win situation for both of us. 

The match kicked off at midday in Udipur. The whole Battalion including the CO of the Pashupati Prasad Battalion were present for the 

game. OC Saheb, SSM Saheb and other elements of the SHQ made the journey from Kathmandu to celebrate Christmas Day with the 

two Troops and extended their visit to witness a moment of Regimental history. After 90 minutes of dusty, physical play the final score 

was 6 -1 to the Pashupati Prasad Battalion team. The score line seems upsetting but the boys produced an excellent performance giving 

that we had 30 people to create a team from whereas the Pashupati team had over 500! Being the first QGE Troop to play a friendly 

football match against this Regiment of the Nepalese Army (or at least in a very long time) was a very proud moment and one we will 

remember for a long time to come. We have created a new piece of history for the Regiment and a new precedent for upcoming future 

events between the two counterparts. OC Saheb and the CO of Pashupati Prasad Battalion exchanged plaques to ensure the meeting of 

the two sides will be recorded in the Sqn’s display cabinet. 

J Tp, 70 Gurkha Field Squadron QGE has taken the first steps in what we hope will be an enduring relationship between our two units 

and the wider Brigade. The football match may sound like a small event but it has created a bond between the two sides and has fur-

thered our understanding of the differences and similarities between us.  Both teams played with passion and strength and typified what 

it means to be a Gurkha, whether British or Nepalese.  

LCpl Samir Thebe J Tp 
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PHOTO NEWS FROM JAUBARI, GORKHA 

Foundation for community centre Stone soling continues at school site 

First pour  Wall construction at community site 

Riveting the wall panel   Roof section under construction  
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PHOTO NEWS FROM PACHOK, LAMJUNG 

School foundation at Pachok  Preparation for foundation  

Stone soling due to start Final stage of concrete slabs  

Preparatory work prior the prefab building construction School building wall under construction  
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CHIEF CLERK’S DIARY OP MARMAT PHASE 1 …. 
 

70 Gurkha Fd Sqn deployed on OP MARMAT 2 in Oct as continuity to OP MARMAT 1 (LAYLAND).  I deployed on Op MARMAT 2 as the 

chief clerk.  All G1 aspects both prior to and after deployment to the theatre had to be squared in good order and time.  Below are some of 

the issues I faced during this deployment and how it was resolved: Pre-Deployment. The Sqn Admin Office was prepared well ahead, and 

therefore achieved the Readiness Administration Check smoothly.  Nepalese Visa is a mandatory requirement for foreign personnel to travel 

to Nepal.  Therefore a lot of liaison work was involved between the Nepalese Embassy in the UK and other Foreign Common Wealth Offices.  

All were supportive and enabled a successful deployment given very short notice. Flights were booked through HRG, and their s taffs were 

very supportive.  Excess baggage allowance was an issue due to the short lead time and 

different airlines operating differently and the uncertainty of deployment date exacerbated 

this but we managed it at the end.  

 

All G1 administrative actions were well executed before the troops flew to Nepal.  The Pre 

activation party was deployed on 04-Oct-2015, followed by Advance and Main body on 

22/23-Oct-2015 & 27/29-Oct-2015. Total strength of 92 x Pers, including a few attaché 

personnel was deployed. The team deployed during the biggest festival of Nepal, Dashain 

& Tihar, and the country was in chaos due to scarcity of fuel.  Despite of those difficulties 

and obvious consequences the team continued to carry on well with the Operation.   

 

Construction for 2 x School buildings, and a Community Centre each was to be done in 2 

major location of Nepal for phase 1, which was severely affected by earthquake.  Jiri and 

Netrakali that lies in Eastern part of Nepal were allocated as phase 1, where as Jaubari 

and Pachok in Western part as phase 2. BGN (Kathmandu) was operating as a base for the whole Operation.  All the SHQ elements and 

Headquarters were based in there.  Troops were deployed from BGN to Jiri, and Netrakali, and the construction tasks began as soon as they 

hit the ground.  The progress in construction, on sites was smooth, and the support from SHQ element had been effective. In Theatre my Job 

specification as an Admin Hr was to provide the troop with all kind of G1 support, such as Passport and Visa issue, Pay and Allowances, 

Movement, and leave etc.  I had to maintain record about the movement of each individual on Operation, and update PERSREP on daily 

basis.  Visa extension for the foreign personnel was applied with its validity extended up to 31-Mar-2016. Communication networking in Ne-

pal is not very good, especially in rural areas.  Troops were not being able to contact their families in regular basis.  Since this would create 

welfare issue, all members in Operation were provided with Rs1500 phone card top up for their personal use from DWP.  On top of that, all 

were issued with Welcome (Paradigm welfare phone card) too.  Each individual had their own card serial number, which could be used 

through Satellite phone.  Each individual were entitled to 30 minutes Loyalty per week on Welcome card. 

 

Phase 1 finally got accomplished on 6 Dec 2015, followed by recovery from sites on 07/08-Dec-2015.  Two school buildings and a communi-

ty centre were built at each location.  Team’s hard work did pay off. After a month of long hard work, the team deserved a well earned Christ-

mas party, and stand down.   An early Christmas dinner was organised by Sgt Malcolm Rogers on 09-Dec-2015 at a local party palace. The 

whole Op MARMAT team had 4 days stand down starting from 11-Dec-2015 to 14-Dec-2015.  All could stay out of camp in that duration, but 

not leave the Kathmandu valley.  Lucky were those, who had their families in Kathmandu. I am so proud, and very happy to have served as a 

part of Op MARMAT, as I had the opportunity to provide support to my motherland in the hours of need.  Though I could not contribute physi-

cally on the task sites, I tried to do the best I could deliver for such a good cause.  I would not hesitate nor think twice, provided I am given 

such opportunity again in the future.   

 

LCpl Aditya Gurung Chief Clerk Op MARMAT 2 



60 Seconds with  

SGT BISHNU PSD 

GURUNG L TP 

Best part of the OP MAR-

MAT so far?  

 My role as a Recce Sgt 

What are you missing the 

most? 

 Family and Tp  

Favourite movie you 

watched? 

Kabaddi 2  

Last book you bought? 

Kamalri Dekhi Savashad-

samma ( Santa 

Chaudhari) 

What is the first thing you 

will grab in case of earth-

quake? 

 Mobile and wallet  

Most essential thing you 

packed of this Ops? 

 Issue boots and softie 

What have you always 

wanted to do, but haven't 

done yet? 

 Joining an uni 

Away from military, do 

you have any other ambi-

tion? 

 Degree within 5 years 

Best piece of advice you 

received? 

Stay positive 

 

CPL DIBESH AND HIS TEAM  

MT REP  UPDATES…. 

70 Gurkha Field Squadron, 36 Engineer Regiment deployed to Nepal on OP MARMAT 2 

highlighting the need for construction support after the recent devastating earthquake. Hav-

ing participated in this Operation, I was detailed to guide and manage fleet as a MT NCO. A 

Vehicle Movement SOI was put in place in order to reduce the risk factors that may rise due 

to the Country's topography, poor road condition, careless drivers and lack of road's rules 

and regulation. Each and every military individual involved whilst on a journey had to read 

the Vehicle Movement SOI which outlines number of key points like preparation, planning, 

execution and steps to follow when in collision on road. One of my vital work included get-

ting liaise with hired vehicle company and to hire numerous off-road vehicles required to 

carry out our construction projects more swiftly. Once all the hired vehicles were put into 

place, our REME representative had to make sure the vehicles were checked and were fit 

for purpose. As the hired vehicles were all driven by civilian drivers, It was a tough and 

challenging job to manage and motivate them on a management level. However, It was 

much easier to control them once I managed to stamp my authority regarding discipline and 

timings. As most of the tasksite are situated at a remote area with difficult terrain, only cer-

tain vehicles are suitable to drive on such places. Hence, I had to learn and understand that 

such vehicles were better suited off for doing local purchase in Kathmandu. Despite of all 

the challenges, the biggest setback that has made a major hindrance to the success of this 

Operation has been the fuel crisis. Hence, my experience on the job has made me realise 

and understand the necessity to control and preserve fuel to a minimum. Thus, making a 

clear statement of intent to the civilian drivers and showcasing clear command and control 

regarding fuel perseverance and to minimize the use of vehicles as and when required has 

enabled this operation to go smoothly in terms of G4 MT side of life. 

All in all, as a G4 MT NCO, my roles and responsibilities as ever remains the same from 

day one and that to promise in delivering a successful operation in terms of vehicle side of 

life. 

Cpl Dibesh Lama                                                                                                      


